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Abstract— There is a large body of work addressing information
storage, reduction, and dissemination in Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs), but there seems to be no contribution giving a
survey of this literature. In this paper we take on such a challenge
and review previous WSN research and further presents a
framework that we use for classifying the different proposed
approaches and techniques. The framework is structured into 3
tiers: 1) routing and network infrastructure, 2) logical network
infrastructure, and 3) information storage and processing. The
paper, however, mainly focuses on tier-2 and tier-3. We also
discuss future visions and challenges within the WSN community.
Keywords- Storage; dissemination; sensor; aggregation

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networking has been an active research
topic for many years in both academia and industry [1]-[3]. In
the first generation of WSNs, most research concentrates on
developing routing protocols and network architectures for
WSNs, which are self-organized, self-adapted, and energyefficient [2]. Sensor readings are often collected by sensors and
disseminated to the monitoring sink, normally through the predefined data retrieval patterns. Except for the design of MAC
energy-efficient protocols [4], the energy efficiency is mostly
achieved by the integration of in-network data aggregation [3]
techniques into the data dissemination architectures [5].
In the second generation, a WSN is considered as a
distributed data-centric database [6]-[7], and users interact with
this database via queries. This approach solves the entire
problem of service definition and interface to WSNs by
mandating SQL queries as the interface. The problems here are
in finding energy-efficient ways of executing such queries and
of defining proper query languages that can express the full
richness of WSN. Fig. 1 shows an integrated view of a WSN
database related to two phases: (1) data updates to the database
via the data dissemination and aggregation techniques, and (2)
data retrievals from the database triggered by the sink(s)
through query dissemination. Additionally, Fig. 1 also shows
that different WSN applications can pose different data storage
models and data/query dissemination architectures, requiring
different metrics such as bandwidth, latency, and energyefficiency on routing protocol and network infrastructure. In
the third generation, techniques and mechanisms for
distributed data-centric storage are extended to accommodate
multi-resolution storage [22], multi-query optimization and
aggregation [29], as well as multi-demensional range queries

[36]. Recently, in the fourth generation of WSNs, a new
generation NAND flash memory has dramatically improved the
capacities and energy efficiency of local flash storage. It is now
possible to equip sensor devices with several gigabytes of lowpower flash storage, allowing storage to be cheaper than
communication and comparable in cost to computation. By
exploiting flash-based in-network data storage, a novel
database architecture emphasizing local data archival and query
processing at sensors is introduced [1].
There is a lot of research on different generations of WSNs
and within different areas. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no extensive survey that reviews all these
research areas systematically. In this paper, we classify and
link them into an integration framework, consisting of three
tiers: 1) routing and network infrastructure, 2) logical network
infrastructure, and (3) information 1 storage and processing.
Due to the space limitations, we concentrate on tier-2 (not
included information reduction techniques), and tier-3 in this
paper, together with future visions on WSNs.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, different
logical network infrastructures for information dissemination
are presented. Alternative approaches for information storage
and processing are described in Section III. Finally, Section IV
shows conclusions and discusses future visions on WSNs.
II.

LOGICAL NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE

Different logical network infrastructures are shown in this
Section, see tier-2 in Fig. 2. Typically, logical network
infrastructures exploit the hierarchical architectures for the
scalability, and the heterogeneity of sensors, e.g., richresourced sensors as cluster heads, to perform the architecture
construction, maintenance, as well as the data reduction. In the
tier-1, the physical network architecture can be flat or
hierarchical. The tier-1 and the information reduction
techniques in the tier-2 is out of scope of this paper. Further
details can be found in [2]-[3].
A. Data Dissemination Architectures
Most architectures for data dissemination in WSNs are
hierarchical, which can be classified as cluster-based [8]-[9],
chain-based [10]-[11], grid-based [12], or tree-based [13].
1
In the scope of this paper, information can be sensor readings, i.e., data,
or query, or both, depending on specific context.
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Figure 1. Information storage, routing, and query processing in WSNs.

In energy constrained large-scale WSNs, it is inefficient for
sensors to transmit data directly to the sink, especially if there
are long distances and multihop routes between source sensors
and the sink. In such scenarios, sensors can transmit data to a
local data concentrator, i.e., the cluster head, which reduces
data from all the sensors in its cluster by one of the information
reduction techniques [3], and transmits the results to the sink.
This will reduce significantly energy usage of sensors. Multiple
cluster-based architectures have been developed for data
dissemination such as LEACH [8] and HEED [9].
In cluster-based architecture, if the cluster head is far away
from the sensors, it might spend excessive energy on
communication. Further improvements in energy efficiency can
be obtained if sensors transmit only to its close neighbors. The
key idea behind the chain-based architecture is that each sensor
transmits only to its closest neighbor. In the greedy approach,
PEGASIS [10] proposes a chain construction algorithm that
starts with the farthest node from the sink. This node is the
head of the chain. At each step, the non-chain node which is
closest to the chain head is selected and appended to the chain
as the new head. The procedure is repeated until all nodes are
in the chain. Simulation results in [10] show that PEGASIS
outperforms LEACH [8] by 100%-200% in terms of the
number of data gathering rounds for different network sizes.
An improvement of PEGASIS is presented in [11]. It proposes
a minimum total energy algorithm which constructs a chain
with minimum d2, where d is the distance between two
adjacent nodes in the chain. Simulation results in [11] shows
that the minimum total energy algorithm achieves 15%-30%
performance improvement compared to the greedy algorithm.
In the grid-based architecture, a set of sensors is assigned
as the data concentrators in fixed regions of the WSNs. The
sensors in a particular grid transmit the data directly to the data
concentrator of that grid. A two-tier data dissemination
(TTDD) approach to address the multiple, mobile sink problem
is presented in [12]. TTDD provides scalable and efficient data
delivery to multiple mobile sinks. Each data source in TTDD
proactively builds a grid structure which enables mobile sinks
to continuously receive data on the move by flooding queries
within a local cell only. TTDD exploits the fact that sensor
nodes are stationary and location-aware to construct and
maintain the grid architecture with low overhead.
In a tree-based architecture, sensor nodes are organized into
a tree where data reduction is performed at intermediate nodes
along the tree and a concise representation of the data is

transmitted to the root node, which is usually the sink. Treebased architecture is suitable for applications which involve innetwork data aggregation [3]. The work in [13] proposes
heuristics to construct and maintain an aggregation and
dissemination tree in sensor networks. The key idea of these
heuristics is that sensors with higher residual power have a
higher chance to become a non-leaf tree node, i.e., branch point
of the tree. To maintain the tree, a residual power threshold is
associated with each sensor. When the residual power of a
sensor falls below this threshold, it periodically broadcasts help
messages within a fixed duration and shut down its radio. Upon
receiving a help message, a child node swiches to a new parent.
B. Query Dissemination Architectures
This Section is a complementary of Section II.A, in which
queries are sent by sink(s) to request data from sensors. Thus,
we also call data dissemination architecture as push-arch,
while query dissemination architecture as pull-arch. In this
Section, we discuss TAG-based tree [5], its extensions for the
fault-tolerance [14]-[16] such as approximation and synopsis
diffusion. New architectures are also introduced, including
tributary-delta [17], and sweep [18], as alternative approaches
to construct architectures for query, and/or data dissemination.
Most common approaches for query dissemination in
WSNs are tree-based, and TAG [5] is the most popular. It
allows users to express simple, declarative queries, and ensurea
that they are distributed and executed efficiently in resourcelimited WSNs. TAG processes aggregates in the network by
computing and altering the data as it flows through the sensors,
discarding irrelevant data, and combining relevant readings into
more compact records whenever possible. TAG operates as
follows: A user poses aggregation queries from a powered,
storage-rich basestation. Operators that implement queries are
distributed into the network by piggybacking on the existing
ad-hoc routing protocols [2]. Sensors route data back towards
the users through a routing tree rooted at the basestation. As
data flows up this tree, it is aggregated according to an
aggregation function and value-based partitioning specified in
the query. However, aggregating along a tree is very
susceptible to node and transmission failures, which are
common in WSNs. Such failures can result in the loss of entire
sub-trees of sensor readings, introducing significant error in the
query answer. Efforts to reduce losses by retransmitting
packets wastes significant energy and delays query responses.
Thus, solutions based on multi-path routing are also proposed
in TAG. For aggregates such as MAX/MIN, which are
monotonic and exemplary, this provides a fault-tolerant
solution. Duplicate-sensitive aggregates like COUNT and
AVG, on the contrary, gives incorrect results when the same
value is counted multiple times.
Synopsis diffusion [14] is a general framework for
achieving significantly more accurate and reliable answers by
combining energy-efficient multi-path routing schemes with
techniques that avoid double-counting. These techniques use
the order- and duplicate-insensitive (ODI) synopses that
compactly summarize intermediate results during in-network
aggregation. ODI enables the system to adapt message routing
to dynamic message loss conditions, even in the presence of
asymmetric links. Approximation [15] is another approach. In
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[15] well-known duplicate-insensitive sketches is
extended to handle SUM aggregates. It presents a
method to combine duplicate-insensitive sketches with
multi-path routing techniques to produce accurate
approximations with low communication and
computational overhead.
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the other hand, Tributary-Delta provides not just the best
the sink(s)/basestation(s), called external storage. The former
of both (e.g., from running either tree or multi-path in the entire
is
not the research focus in the first generation of WSNs due to
network), but provides in fact a significant error reduction over
the
limited resources of sensors, including limited energy and
the best, across a wide range of loss rate. Recently, a new
storage capacity. However, the local storage is triggered
architecture is introduced and applied for query/data
recently in the fourth generation of WSNs by the appearance of
dissemination in WSNs, called sweep [18], i.e., a wavefront
a new generation NAND flash memory [1]. In opposition to the
that traverses the network, passes over each node exactly once,
local storage, external storage is typically assumed for the
and performs the desired operation(s). The network sweep is
reseach on the first generation of WSNs. Upon detection of
implemented by a narrow band of active nodes that moves over
events, the relevant data is sent to external storage where it can
the network by issuing invitations to new nodes to join the
be further processed as needed. Thus, there is no cost of
band, and dropping nodes that have already been processed and
external queries since the event information is already external.
serve no other essential purpose. A key feature of sweep that
adds to its robustness is that even though tree structures are
Distributed indexing and storage uses in-network storage,
used for partial aggregation with the sweep active band, these
builds distributed indexes and stores partial aggregates to
trees are local and are used almost as soon as they are formed.
facilitate user queries. For related work in this field of the
Aggregation paths are deviced on-line as the sweep proceeds
second and third generation of WSNs, we classify it as
and no fixed tree structure is needed over the course of the
distributed data-centric storage [6]-[7], [20], multi-resolution
computation. Thus, this approach is robust to both link
data storage [22], and predictive storage [23]. In the
volatility and node failures.
distributed data-centric storage relevant data is stored, by
name, at nodes within WSNs, i.e., all data with the same
general name will be stored at the same sensor nodes. Queries
III. INFORMATION STORAGE AND PROCESSING
for data with a particular name can then be sent directly to the
This Section reviews and classifies research directions in
node storing that named data, thereby avoiding the flooding.
the second and third generation of WSNs, as specified in
This storage archirecture is based on the use of GPSR [21] for
Section I. These sub-classes include data storage architecture,
low-level routing, and a distributed hash-table (DHT) built on
and query processing mechasnim. The tier-3 in Fig. 2 illustrates
top of GPSR. Distributed data-centric storage is suggested to be
this classification in more details. Note that the query
preferable for large-scale WSNs [21], where there are many
processing mechanism is actuallly a component of data storage
detected events and not all event types are queried.
architecture, but it is classified as a separate branch due to its
richness in styles and attributes.
A. Data Storage Architectures
In the data storage approach, a WSN is considered as a
database, and users access to this database through queries. It
can be classified as standard sink model, and distributed
indexing and storage [19].
The standard sink model normalizes the research directions
in the first generation of WSNs, see Section I, to the database
approach, in which data collected by sensors is stored either
locally at source sensors, called local storage, or externally at

However, distributed data-centric storage requires that
queries and associated processing be clearly defined a priori.
When details about queries are not known a priori, such
architecture is inappropriate, leading to the multi-resolution
data storage [22]. This architecture provides storage and search
for raw sensor data in data-intensive scientific applications.
The key idea behind this storage architecture is spatio-temporal
summarization: muti-resolution summaries of sensor data are
constructed and stored in the network in a spatially and
hierarchically decomposed distributed storage structure
optimized for efficient quetying. This storage model is lossy,
and progressively degrading, where multi-resolution
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summarization uses wavelets, and where queries on data are
posed in a drill-down manner. This means that they are first
processed on coarse, highly compressed summaries
corresponding to larger spatio-temporal volumes, and the
approximate result obtained is used to focus on regions in the
networks that are most likely to contain result set data.
Recently, a new trend in low-cost low-energy NAND flash
memory makes it feasible to build cost-effective sensors with
more than a gigabyte of flash memory [1], which leads to the
predictive storage. The work in [23] proposes PRESTO, a
predictive storage architecture for emerging large-scale,
hierarchical WSNs. It is a proxy-centric architecture, where
tethered proxies balance the need for interactive querying from
users with the energy optimization needs of the remote sensors.
PRESTO exploits the presence of a large local store to reduce
communication by storing data locally at remote sensors
whenever possible, and intelligent caching at proxies. The
system also addresses user needs for querying such WSNs by
exposing a unified, easy to use data abstraction across
numerous proxies and remote sensors.
B. Query Processing Mechanisms
1) Query Styles and Attributes
This Section distinguishes among alternative approaches to
categorize query styles and attributes.
Query execution is the first category. It can be classified as
push, pull, or hybrid. The push approach is the default query
mechanism for the first generation of WSNs, where all possibly
relevant sensor readings are proactively pushed out of the
network, e.g., to an external storage, upon the pre-defined
query or data retrieval patterns. In the pull approach, queries
are reactively sent into the network for pulling relevant results
out of the network. Finally, in the hybrid push-pull approach
[24]-[26], sensor readings are proactively pushed to selected
nodes in the network, where they are later pulled when queries
are issued. Typically, pull and hybrid approaches are used in
the second and third generation of WSNs. Query structure is
the second category [24]. With unstructured queries, the node
issuing the query does not know in advance where any copy of
the requested information can be found. The query
dissemination is therefore a form of blind search, which can
take the form of an expanding ring search or a sequential
trajectory search. With structured queries, a hash or an index,
is used so that the querying node knows exactly where the
nearest copy of the requested event information can be found
(See the indexing techniques in Section III.B.3). Thus, there is
a trade-off between the energy cost of replicated storage and of
querying. The trde-off is determined by the number of replicas
created by each event. While the first generation of WSNs
normally uses unstructured query mechanisms, both
mechanisms are mentioned in the second and third generation
of WSNs. Query plan is the third category, where traditional
query plans that use different ordering of query predicates
depending on different attributes, are called conditional query
plan. A conditional query plan is particularly relevant in
acquisitional systems where the cost of acquiring some of the
attributes is non-negligible and where correlations exist
between one or more attributes. As seen in [27], the query
evaluation can become cheaper by observing additional

attributes, if such additional observations are low-cost and
allow the query processor to determine with a high confidence
that a query predicate can offer substantial performance gains,
while avoiding the cost of acquiring unnecessary and expensive
attributes. It also shows how to build conditional plans that
branch into one or more sub-plans, each with a different
ordering for the expensive query predicates, based on the
runtime observation of low-cost attributes.
The final category is based on summary data-structure [28].
It considers two kinds of aggregate range queries: value-range
and location-range. The former is the query that asks for the
number of sensors that record values in the specified value
range, while the latter ask for the sum of values recorded by
sensors located in a particular rectangle in the field. In [28]
summary data-structures, called linear sketches, are constructed
over the sensor data using in-network aggregation. They are
used to answer aggregate queries in an approximate manner at
the basestation.
2) Multi-Query Processing and Optimization
When multiple queries are posed to the resource-limited
WSNs simultaneously, it is critical to process them efficiently
by sharing their data acquisition, computation, and
communication cost, as well as reducing the bandwidth
contention and data loss as a result of transmission collision.
However, there are only a few studies on multi-query
optimization and aggregation in WSNs [29].
Multi-query processing and optimization is motivated by
the share of sensor readings and data transmissions among
different queries if the query regions of different queries
overlap. Energy then can be efficiently conserved by sharing
the partial aggregate results of common regions among
different queries. The most general method for the work
sharing optimization for multiple queries is to devide the
intersected aggregation regions (bounding box) into many
separated groups, and calculate the aggregate values for each
separated groups using the “GROUP BY” processing technique
introduced in TAG [5]. This approach can effectively share the
common partial aggregate results among different queries to
avoid the redundant data acquisition and transmission load.
However, when the number of aggregate queries increases, the
number of divided separated groups can grow into a quite huge
number, so the total communication cost might become
unacceptably high [29].
Algorithms to solve this problem are presented in [30]. A
linear reduction apgorithm is first proposed to reduce the
number of the separated groups divided from the query
bounding boxes, and then two hybrid algorithms are presented
to approximate the optimal cost, while avoiding the high
computational requirements for linear reduction. Another
approach is introduced in [31]. In this approach, the bounding
box is considered as a black box, and the aggregate value of the
bounding box can be found simply by subtracting the sum of
the incoming partial aggregate values from the sum of the
outgoing partial aggregate values. This approach can reduce the
total communication cost more efficiently than the former
solution using separated groups, utilizing the sharing work of
partial aggregate values. However, this approach does not
consider further partial aggregate merging in network and
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utilizes the simple routing construction scheme that is not
adaptive to the multi-query processing. Two improvements of
this approach are presented in [29]. They include an
equivalence class based merging algorithm for in-network
merging of partial aggregate values of multi-queries, and an
adaptive fusion degree based routing scheme as a cross-layer
designing technique. A two-tier multiple query optimization
(TTMQO) scheme was recently proposed in [32]. It represents
further improvements to the work presented above, as it
supports more types of queries and data acquisition queries.
The first tier of TTMQO, called the basestation optimization,
adopts a cost-based approach to rewrite a set of queries into an
optimized set that shares the commonality and eliminates the
redundancy among the queries in the original set. The
optimized queries are then injected into the network. In the
second tier, called in-network optimization, it efficiently
delivers query results by taking advantage of the broadcast
nature of radio channel, sharing the spatio-temporal correlation
of sensor readings among similar queries at a finer granularity.
3) Indexing Techniques for Multi-Dimensional Queries
The multi-dimentional queries can be solved by using
indexing techniques, which essentially trade-off some data
insertion cost to enable efficient querying. Most research in this
field can be applied for distributed indexing and storage
architecture of WSNs shown in Section III.A.
Geographic Hash Table (GHT) [33] is the indexing
technique used in distributed data-centric storage (DCS) [7],
[20]. GHT hashes keys into geographic coordinates, and stores
a key-value pair at the sensor node geographically nearest the
hash of its key. The system replicates stored data locally to
ensure persistence when a node fails. It uses an efficient
consistency protocol to ensure that key-value pairs are stored at
the appropriate nodes after topological changes, and it
distributes load throughout the network using a geographic
hierarchy. DIMENSIONS [34], DIFS [35], and DIM [36] can
be thought of as using the same set of primitives as GHT (i.e.,
storage using consistent hashing), but for different ends:
DIMENSIONS allows drill-down search for features within a
sensor network, DIFS allows range queries on a single key in
addition to other operations, and DIM uses a localitypreserving hash to store data, enabling efficient multidimensional range queries. In particular, DIMENSIONS takes
time-series data as input and compresses it using wavelets
while retaining significant features. This compressed data is
then stored with the WSNs to produce a multi-resolution map,
i.e., a hierarchical architecture. Such maps allows users to drill
down into areas that appear to contain significant phenomena.
For DIFS, it extends GHT to support efficient range queries
while maintaining balanced load across nodes. DIFS achieves
this by constructing a multiply rooted hierarchical index in
which non-root nodes can have multiple parents. Nodes store
event information for a particular range of values detected
within a particular geographic region. Higher-level nodes cover
smaller value ranges detected within large geographic regions
while lower level nodes cover a wider range of values from
within a smaller geographic region. The key idea behind the
construction of this hierarchy is to incorporate the value of an
event, as well the location of the detecting node in determining
the storage node for that event occurrence. Using this index,

DIFS can efficiently support range queries, queries related to
the distributions of values in space and so forth. For DIM, it
uses a technique whereby events whose attribute values are
close are likely to be stored at the same or nearby nodes. DIM
then uses GPSR [21] to routes events and queries to their
corresponding nodes in an entirely distributed fashion.
However, any hierarchical architecture has the problem that
sensors that hold information corresponding to high levels in
the hierarchy become traffic bottlenecks. This overload can be
avoided in GHT [33] by using replication of structured
information. Another approach taken by DIFS [35] is to
partition the information about large geographic regions into
subsets according to smaller allowed ranges of the field value,
and store these subsets in different nodes. Fractional cascading
[37] avoids the bottleneck created by higher level nodes in the
hierarchy by recursively partitioning the sensor field by a
standard quad-tree. Aggregates from each quad in the tree are
computed and stored at all sensor nodes in the quad. Each node
has the values of itself and aggregates of all the quads in which
it resides. This improves data survivability and query efficiency
as important information are naturally replicated mode widely.
Hierarchical spatial gossip [19] can be considered as an
alternative way to achieve fractional cascading. Instead of a
fixed quad-tree partitioning, it keeps the data summarization
hierarchy of each node adaptive and centered on the node itself.
Thus, any two nodes will have slightly different world views at
each scale, as their multi-resolution ranges differ, while two
leaf nodes in a fixed quad-tree may share the same data of
many high-level quads.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE VISIONS

To the best of our knowledge, there are no extensive survey
linking related research work in the field of information
storage, reduction, and dissemination together. To address this
shortcoming, this paper reviews and classifies WSN research
work into a three-tier framework. Due to space limitations,
only tier-2 and tier-3 were discussed. Different alternative
approaches and techniques have been described and discussed
in each sub-class within each tier. The main contribution is the
linking of these sub-classes into a general framework. This is
general enough to be applied for any real applications in WSNs
by selecting the corresponding architectures and techniques. In
this way, different researchers, developers, and implementers
can benefit from this paper. As a demonstration, in the
SWISNET project [38], we are currently working on a
middleware solution for providing adaptivity and (re)configurability to be used in the numerous dynamic WSN
applications. This middleware is placed on top of this
integration framework. In fact, the middleware services interact
directly with some components within this framework, such as
query and data dissemination architectures for the code
distribution and data propagation, respectively.
We finally discussed the future visions of WSN research
within the field of information storage, reduction, and
dissemination. We believe that the below metrics will affect the
research trends in WSNs. Firstly, advances in the WSN
technologies, such as NAND flash memory [1], will favour the
local data storage approach. Thus, WSN research directions
focusing on new architectures and protocols for data/query
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dissemination, as well as new database concepts, will be
dominant. Secondly, advances in the wireless communication
technologies, e.g., the ultra-wideband radio technology (UWBRT) [39], will lead to the new design of new MAC protocols
for WSNs. This will again affect the new design of
architectures and protocols for data/query dissemination in
WSNs, where the cost of bandwidth is a constraint. Finally, we
believe that techniques and mechanisms for distributed
indexing and storage to support for multi-demensional range
queries, multi-query optimization and aggregation, as well as
multi-resolution storage, for the third generation of WSNs, will
also be a fruitful approach. But this direction will consider
cross-layer optimization, especially those new characteristics
from the MAC and network layers [4].
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